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RATE CARD

• 220,240 copies of Saturday 
Magazine are published on  
a Saturday

• 867,492 average Saturday 
readership 

• Distributed UK wide

DISTRIBUTIONDEMOGRAPHICS

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE COMPETITION MEDIA PACK

Homes & Gardens Checklist is a full-colour, 

tabloid-sized double-page spread of advertorial 

content published in Saturday Magazine issued 

with the weekly newspaper.

 

Saturday Magazine’s readership is well balanced, 

with an even split among all age groups, which 

means Homes & Gardens Checklist is perfectly 

poised to serve as the essential guide to help 

readers of all ages make the best choices 

available for themselves and their homes.

 

Full of inspiration for those who are spending

more time with family and friends in their 

homes and gardens, the Homes & Gardens 

Checklist serves as an essential guide for 

readers on the latest tools & gadgets, BBQs and 

accessories, patio furniture, entertainment & 

leisure, DIY must-haves, as well as food & drink 

options, and ways to maximise outdoor space.

Published on a Saturday, the Homes & Gardens 

Checklist is the ideal shop window for brands 

and organisations to benefit from a mature 

readership with more time to spend reading 

their newspaper, and a greater disposable  

income to spend on products and services.

• Guardian readers spend £81 a week 

• on groceries

• 85% of The Guardian readers are ABC1, 

with an average household income of 

£59,764

• 53% of readers say The Guardian is 

impartial and unbiased.

MODULAR ACCESS RAMPS PROVIDE an ideal 

solution to provide permanent or temporary 

access for both wheelchair and pedestrian users 

and can be fitted at almost any property, ranging 

from houses to hospitals to schools. 

Quadrabuild’s survey, design, supply and 

installation service ensures that the process is 

straightforward and  eliminates disruption for all 

clients. Associated services such as replacement 

doors, landscaping and fencing can also be included. 

Featuring a free-draining, non-slip surface and 

‘warm-touch’ handrails, these ramps are built to last, 

being arguably the highest quality available. 

A ramp that’s no longer required can usually be 

removed with minimal disruption returning the 

property to its prior condition.

QuadraBuild also construct modular extensions. 

Comparable in cost to a traditional extension, 

these are ideal for providing an extension such 

as a ground floor wetroom facility with minimal 

disruption at the property, this system reduces time 

on site considerably. Finishes, fixtures and fittings 

can be chosen to suit. A single-storey extension can 

often be installed and fully finished in just a week.

Modular access ramps and home extensions

Visit quadrabuild.com, email sales@
quadrabuild.com or call 020 8644 5434. Fire it up, slow it down for maximum flavour

Shop at kamadojoe.co.uk or call 020 8036 
3201 for more information. 

GRILL, ROAST, SMOKE, BAKE OR SEAR the 

Kamado Joe is truly one grill with a multitude  

of options. 

Kamado Joe, the innovative manufacturer 

disrupting the ceramic grill category, has 

announced the launch of two new kamado-style 

grills: the Classic III and Big Joe III. The much-

anticipated III Series grills are the first to  

feature the company’s breakthrough hyperbolic 

smoke chamber, dubbed the ‘SlōRoller.’ The 

innovative chamber was developed by a team 

of Harvard researchers, and maximises smoke 

flavour and heat distribution by changing 

internal pressure to create optimal cyclonic 

airflow inside the grill. 

As with their predecessors, the Classic III 

and Big Joe III grills also feature a thick-walled, 

heat-resistant shell that locks in smoke and 

moisture at any temperature. The easy-open 

top domes include the counterbalanced Air Lift 

Hinge and element-proof, ultra-precise Kontrol 

Tower top vent, while the large cooking surface 

underneath is crafted from commercial-grade 

304 stainless steel. The III Series grills also come 

standard with the three-tier Divide & Conquer® 

Flexible Cooking System with Charcoal Basket, 

the Advanced Multi-Panel FireBox, heat-

resistant powder coated aluminum side shelves, 

a heavy-duty rolling galvanized steel cart, and a 

patented slide-out ash drawer for easy cleaning. 

Based outside Atlanta, GA, Kamado Joe 

continues to perfect the ancient, Asian-

style kamado grill. Kamado Joe is proud to 

have modernised the grill’s classic style with 

unparalleled craftsmanship, smarter features, 

innovative accessories and a range of flexible 

cooking surfaces. With the introduction of an 

expanding portfolio of new products, Kamado Joe 

will continue to drive outdoor cooking innovation 

as a market leader going forward.

EVEREDGE HAS BEEN MANUFACTURING steel 

garden-edging products in the UK for 25 years. 

Over this time the company has designed an 

unrivalled range of edging for lawns, flower beds, 

pathways and driveways. 

Developed originally as an alternative to rigid  

and rotting wooden edging options, EverEdge has 

now become the first choice for customers looking 

for a versatile, flexible and unobtrusive edge that  

will last a lifetime. 

EverEdge has expanded from its roots in  

North Staffordshire, where it is still based, and 

now supplies edging all around the world. 

EverEdge is manufactured in the Midlands 

from prime quality galvanised steel and powder 

coated in a variety of colours to match any and 

all gardens, from small private lawns to parks, 

hospitals and stately homes. 

EverEdge can be used in almost all ground 

conditions and can be used to edge a wide 

variety of materials including rolled tarmac.

While EverEdge can be seen in some of the 

most famous gardens in the world, from the 

Palace of Versailles to Kew Gardens, the EverEdge 

Classic range has primarily been designed for 

edging the lawns and borders of the average 

gardens of homes up and down the UK. 

EverEdge: 25 years of manufacturing garden edging

Email enquiries@everedge.co.uk, call 
01630 417120 or browse everedge.co.uk 
for information on 
what product will 
be best suited to 
your garden.

EverEdge Classic comes in easy to 

use one-metre strips in a choice of 

heights and colours. EverEdge has an 

interlocking tabbed jointing system 

to connect sections, which means 

it is extremely quick to install – in 

fact, the only tools you’ll need are a 

block of 4” x 2” timber and mallet. No 

matter what shape your paths or beds 

are, EverEdge can easily flex to follow 

curves. It can also be easily bent to 

follow corners precisely.

CONSERVATORY ROOFING UK LTD convert 

existing glass or polycarbonate roofs using a 

highly insulated lightweight system, enabling 

full use of your conservatory all year round. 

The standard polycarbonate roof system 

found in most conservatories has very poor 

insulation properties. The solar heat conducted 

into the conservatory in the summer makes the 

room unpleasantly hot for everyday use, and 

in the winter it is extremely difficult to keep 

conservatories warm due to the poor insulation, 

which allows heat to escape.

Our unique roof remodelling and insulation 

solution is tailored for your conservatory can be 

installed with minimal disruption, transforming 

your conservatory into a desirable additional 

room of your home, without any alteration or 

A new conservatory 
roof is an investment

For a free estimate, call 01925 480 183 or email hello@conservatoryroofinguk.co.uk. 
Visit conservatoryroofinguk.co.uk for more information. Invest in your home!

removal of your existing conservatory roof structure.

Having a new insulated lightweight conservatory 

roof is a real investment 

and we want you to feel 

assured you are getting  

the very best solution 

available to you. 

Make house keys a thing of the past with the  
Nuki Smart Lock 2.0

Learn more about Nuki on nuki.io

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO turn your home 

into a Smart Home, but probably none that can 

be installed in less than three minutes. This 

makes the Nuki Smart Lock perfect for everyone 

who wants to take their first steps into the world 

of Smart Homes. By turning your smartphone 

into a smart key, the Nuki Smart Lock 2.0 

revolutionises the way to control access to  

your home. The award-winning, retrofit  

door lock simply gets mounted onto  

your existing door cylinder on the 

inside of the door – there’s no 

drilling or screws required. 

Once installed, the electronic 

lock gives you 

hands-free 

access to your 

home, making 

fumbling for 

keys a relic of 

the past. Nuki 

also makes 

your home 

safer by eliminating the need to hide spare keys 

under the doormat. In addition, AV-Test, the 

leading institute for IT security, has repeatedly 

certified the Nuki Smart Lock as a “Safe Smart 

Home Product”. 

With the free Nuki app, you can check your 

door’s status, assign access permissions, or 

lock and unlock your home remotely. Nuki 

also integrates into existing Smart Homes, as 

it’s compatible with Apple HomeKit, Amazon’s 

Alexa and Google Assistant. 

With add-ons such as the Fob  

or Keypad, Nuki also provides 

access for people without a smartphone. Nuki’s 

latest product innovation, the Opener, means 

you can control your intercom buzzer via your 

smartphone too. 

No more fuel,  
cables or hassle
THE WORLD HAS CHANGED. Today, 

renewable energy is cheaper to produce than 

fossil fuel. Greenworks, one of the world’s 

largest cordless machinery manufactures are 

leading the way in developing innovative 

garden machinery that delivers comparable 

performance to that of electric or petrol. 

No longer do you need to struggle with 

pullcords or cables, taking trips to the petrol 

station or having to pay for a service, the 

Greenworks 40-volt range of machinery 

shares one battery and gives you complete 

freedom around your garden. 

The Greewnworks 35cm 

lawnmower is powered 

by a 40-volt lithium-ion 

battery that will cut up 

to 250m2 on a single 

charge, equivalent to 

one full size tennis 

court.  

All Greenworks 

products are 

ready to start, extremely quiet, lightweight and 

have virtually no maintenance costs.

The 40-volt battery can be fully charged within 

one hour, has no memory effect and costs as little 

as 7p to charge – so over time, the product pays for 

itself in fuel savings alone. The battery included 

with this mower is compatible with over 10 other 

lithium-ion Greenworks tools that can help make 

your life easier around the garden. 

Explore how you can enjoy a cleaner, quieter and 

smarter way to tackle all your gardening needs and 

start mowing your lawn the easy, environmentally 

friendly way. 

For more information or to order  
yours today for only £199.99 including 
battery and charger, call 08000 612135  
or visit greenworks-tools.co.uk quoting  
the code CHECKLIST.

A naturally-insulated fireplace for the garden

To find out more, visit schiedel.com, email sales.uk@schiedel.com or call 0191 4161150. 

THE SCHIEDEL GARDEN FIREPLACE isn’t just 

a feature of your garden – it is very much the 

focal point of your garden. 

Unlike other firepits and fireplaces, this 

Schiedel Garden Fireplace is made from pumice 

sourced from the Hekla Volcano in Iceland, 

processed in Denmark and then transformed 

into highly-insulating building blocks, which 

means you can easily build this into any garden 

and with any feature around it.

Pumice is a natural insulator; this is the 

unique property that separates pumice from all 

other chimney material. 

The relatively small footprint also means that 

this can be placed against any wall in even the 

tiniest of gardens or yards.

In addition, with the additional grill set 

available, this superb garden piece can be 

converted into a barbecue. 

The kit includes the chimney blocks, the lip glue 

for assembly, firebrick and also firebrick mortar and 

a render to either seal the joints or give an entire 

rendered finish. 

The fireplace can be rendered easily and styled 

to match your surroundings. It can be painted 

in any colour as long as the paint is reasonably 

temperature proof – so use your imagination!

The Garden 500 model comes with a log retainer 

and barbecue grill (additional log store available as 

extra) which allows the Garden Fireplace to double 

up as a stunning barbecue. 

There is also an additional log store available for 

the 500 model which 

can be placed either  

side of the fireplace.  

The larger models  

come with a capping 

and rain cap.

GARDENERSDREAM HAVE A PASSION  
FOR PLANTS that’s won them many 

compliments. Since their launch in 2011, they’ve 

rapidly grown to be one of the biggest online 

gardening websites in the UK. 

Ordering plants online is hassle-free:  

Browse > Checkout > Delivery to Your Doorstep. 

It really is as simple as that. 

Gardenersdream provide inspiration in the 

form of offering plants by situation; for small 

gardens, for shaded areas, with evergreen foliage, 

and for indoor pots. You’ll love their 

plants, but don’t just take our 

word for it – Gardenersdream 

has supplied mail order plants 

for high-profile designers, 

celebrities, flower shows and 

more. You can read their 

testimonials on their website. 

Shop now for:

• Stylish indoor plants, 

with modern or 

classic pots 

• Low-maintenance  

house or office plants such  

as cacti, succulents and 

tillandsia (air plants) 

• Outdoor shrubs including our 

incredibly popular Buddleia 

Tricolour Butterfly Bush

• Gift roses by occasion; “Mum in  

a Million”, “Happy New Home”  

or simply “Congratulations”.

Plant-astic! Bring an indoor or outdoor space to life

Use the code CHECKLIST for an exclusive 10% discount at gardenersdream.co.uk

ENHANCE YOUR HOME with award-winning 

Ultra Smart blinds from Appeal Home Shading 

– now with voice activation, and a smartphone 

app to operate your blinds even when you’re 

away! At your spoken command or button 

press, our blinds keep you and your home 

shaded and cool in summer or warm in winter. 

The integrated re-chargeable battery pack 

means no wiring or 

ugly trunking. For total 

convenience the blinds 

are also operable by a 

wall switch too. 

Choose from 400+ 

fabrics and colours 

including exclusive 

Operate your blinds with your voice

For details of Appeal’s 10% off and buy now pay 12 months later 
offers, visit appealshading.com/checklist or call 0800 975 5757 
quoting CHECKLIST when ordering. 

energy saving materials. Accessories include a timer 

to open or close your blinds at pre-set times and a 

temperature and light sensor to operate the blinds 

automatically as these change. 

Appeal Home Shading is one of the UK’s leading 

suppliers of bespoke electric blinds, conservatory 

blinds, window shutters, awnings and insect screens.

Get your lawn spring-ready

More hints and tips at johnsonslawnseed.com

OVER THE WINTER, grass naturally gets stressed and 

weeds can push through, leaving the lawn a little tired 

and shabby looking. Rake and remove any dead grass, 

weeds and roughen the soil a little. Apply new seed. 

Water the grass and tread in lightly 

for good seed-to-soil contact. 

Relax and watch the lawn grow.

Read more online! Visit checklists.co.uk and follow     @checklistsocial

Here’s a variety of ideas for the home or garden – whether they’re to make better use of 
living space or for the family living in that space, these should fire up the imagination

Homes and Gardens Checklist is an independent spread of advertorial from Hurst Media Company. While every care is taken in ensuring that the content is in compliance with the Advertising Standards Authority and The UK Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising and Direct & 
Promotional Marketing (CAP Codes), the publishers assume no responsibility in the effect rising therefrom, and readers are advised to seek professional advice before acting on any information.

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

To advertise with Homes and Gardens Checklist, please call Hurst Media Company on 0203 478 6017

AGE

35+

18-34

81%19%

GENDER

57%

43%

Saturday print readership  
of The Guardian

867k

trust The Guardian's content 
— making it the most trusted 

newspaper in the UK

83%

of readers say The Guardian helps 
them to make up their mind

65%

of readers believe they are more 
likely to respond to an advert if it 

appears from a trusted source

54%

PUBLISHED IN WITH  ON SATURDAYS



Homes and Gardens Checklist is advertorial content compiled by Hurst Media Company Ltd 
which takes sole responsibility for the content, but is published in Guardian Weekend Magazine

All bookings are made subject to our Terms & Conditions of advertising, which are available here: 
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SUPPLYING CONTENT

DESIGN PROCESS
• Once all material is submitted according to specification,  

Hurst Media will layout your advertorial within the pre-approved 
house style of the publication.

• Supplied copy will by subedited by Hurst Media's editorial team. 
Spelling, grammar and punctuation will also be corrected to the 
house style.

• Layouts may vary depending on style of images and/or text supplied.

APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
• Hurst Media will provide a PDF for client approval. 

• The client will have the option of two rounds of amendments  
before final approval is required. Please ensure any amendments are 
clear and concise.

• Approval is required within 48 hours.

• Please note that the newspaper must also approve all advertorials and 
they reserve the right to make changes or corrections to ensure copy 
passes their compliance standards.

IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS*

• CMYK images in JPEG, TIFF or PSD format. 

• All images are high resolution (at least 300dpi). 

• Please supply images at their original size and aspect ratio.  
We will crop images to an appropriate size when laying out  
your advertorial.

• Please do not supply images with any copy i.e. slogans on top. 

• We recommend supplying lifestyle images depicting your target 
audience, service or general message; or product shots.

COPY SPECIFICATIONS
• Total word count includes max. 10 words for headline and  

max. 15 words for a call to action.

• Hurst Media reserve the right to make changes, including 
grammatical changes and corrections to ensure supplied copy 
meets house style.

FILE TRANSFER WARNING: EMAIL ATTACHMENT LIMIT

Files less than 8mb (total attachment limit) can be emailed to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk. Larger files can be sent to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk via the free file sharing service 
wetransfer.com. Please clarify in your message your company name, 
publication, theme and on sale date as per your booking.

*  Image use subject to editorial discretion and may vary depending quality, size and layout. We cannot 
guarantee the quality of the final print for images supplied outside of these specifications. 

Bespoke advertorials (in which Hurst Media supplies the copy ONLY, and all images/logos are provided by the 
client) will be charged at a further 10%, or a one-off fee of £150, whichever is greater. 
 
Image sourcing conducted by Hurst Media on behalf of the client will be charged at a fee of £25. 
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THIRD PAGE
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SIXTH PAGE
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60-80 words
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1 image + logo

Total word count

Call to action

Images

HEADLINE Landscape: 118 x 42.5 mm
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Images
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